
 

 

New products: 
Inalco continues to expand its light, versatile SlimmKer Collection which was launched at 
Cevisama 2009. At only 4 mm thick, it’s easy to cut and handle and meets all technical 
requirements. Digital printing innovation allows Inalco to offer the latest trends in design 
coupled with unparalleled functional advantages of ceramic tile.  
 
Inalco recently unveiled several new design options including a demonstration of the 
product in such applications as furniture veneers, bookcases, sunshades, sliding doors 
and wall panels. Inalco also offers SlimmKer in an acoustical ceiling system. The 
product’s light weight allows it to be suspended from an integrated track system 
allowing for an unfettered installation. Backed with an insulation mat, SlimmKer offers 
thermal and sound deadening properties not normally attributed to ceramic tile.  
 
Most recently Inalco unveiled several new SlimmKer design options that include a 
fiberglass backing. This support allows for even greater strength and bending capability 
meaning larger format tiles.  
 
New technology:  
Inalco is at the forefront of ceramic tile design in two innovations: larger format and 
digital printing technology. Inalco showed the Sensations Collection, the result of a 
joint venture between Inalco and architecture studio Bunch, S.L. headed by Sara de la 
Mata. This collection offers an alternative vision of environmental materials in their 
purest state. Included in this collection are:  

o Art Clay –Art Clay brings the innovation of ceramic tiles within the sphere of 
art. The surface reproduces an oil-painted canvas and with a clever 
combination of colors, textures and contrasts, transmit the sensations 
traditionally associated with works of art. 

o Concrete – Produced using IPlus Digital Technology, this series presents an 
updated, contemporary reinterpretation of concrete. Available in a 23.6” x 
23.6” format and natural tones as well as the expected white and grey of 
concrete. 

o Wood – A SlimmKer product that emulates rough, single tone distressed 
wood. Features two embossed tiles that can be mixed and matched in 23.6” 
x 47.2”, 11.8” x 47.2”, 7.9 x 47.2”, and 4.3” x x 47.2” formats and white, 
pearl, khaki and black tones. 

Inalco also demonstrated large format capabilities with the 80.8 series in wall and floor 
applications. This series is inspired by adding a brushed effect to modern wood with 
slight veining and lineal embossed patterns.   
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